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Mantra is a Sanskrit term that means “to free the mind.” A mantra can be a word or phrase that
connects us to our goal, which for most of us, has something to do with living a happy, fulfilled
and purposeful life. Mantra is a very powerful way to clear away distractions and connect us
directly to the path of serving our highest purpose, meaning fulfilling the mission that we have
been given for this lifetime. The Vedas prescribe mantra practice for this current age.
Some mantras invoke the names of deities from the Hindu pantheon, and we can connect to the
names of the deities as powerful seeds that rest dormant within each of us, waiting to be
activated by the ancient mantras. The true power of the deities awakens within each of us, not in
an external god or goddess in a heavenly realm.
Kirtan is a Sanskrit term that means "praise." It is a heart opening practice of chanting the
names of the divine and other healing mantras, typically in Sanskrit. Sanskrit is a vibratory
language, meaning the meaning and power of the words are carried within the vibration of the
sound of the word itself. Although knowing the meanings and stories behind the mantras will
greatly enhance the experience of kirtan, anyone can enjoy the experience of chant.
John Arms and Marty Tribble (aka Lila, pronounced LEE-la) both felt a homecoming when they
were first exposed to kirtan, as if the mantras were telling their hearts to pay attention. Soon after
starting their individual paths of leading kirtan, they were drawn together by lila (the playful,
guiding nature of the divine) through their mutual love of kirtan. Their devotion to the practice of
kirtan has shifted every aspect of their lives, bringing comfort, connection, healing and a deep
sense of purpose, setting them direct on their path as teachers in the bhakti (devotion) yoga
tradition. Because of their own experience with the ease these powerful mantras have brought to
their lives, they are dedicated to sharing this practice with as many people as possible.
Lila's songwriting style fuses harmonious vocals with fresh, modern melodies, making kirtan
music accessible to listeners from all walks of life. Find out more about their music, retreat,
workshop and kirtan offerings at www.lilakirtan.com.
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Track 1 - Lokah Samastah
Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu
The common translation of this mantra is “May all beings be happy and free.”
Lokah: a location or all universes now in existence.
Samastah: the beings who share the space of that location.
Sukhino: a state of happiness, comfort, freedom from suffering.
Bhav: a state of oneness.
Antu: like saying “May it be so,” a way of willing the mantra to be realized or manifest or
connecting your will directly to the vibration of the mantra.

Track 2 - Shri Krishna
Shri Krishna Govinda Hare Murare
He Naatha Narayana Vasudeva
In this mantra, we are activating the energy of Krishna, a deity from the pantheon of Hindu
mythology. The stories from this tradition are said to be more true than the history of the human
world, as human history is written differently depending on who holds the pen. These stories hold
within them the archetypal patterns we experience as humans, and teach us all that we need to
know about life.
This mantra contains 8 names of Krishna, the One who draws us close to him, the divine lover
who embraces his beloved in his arms and gazes into her eyes, drinking the sweet nectar of
their divine union. When we chant this mantra we are aligning ourselves with the energies of this
divine union of the lover and the beloved.
Shri: great, shining One
Krishna: Krishna, the all attractive One, the One with the power to draw to himself or attract
Govinda: the Protector
Hare: a term for calling on the energy of the Source divine, the One who removes anything that
stands in the way of serving our highest purpose, a calling “to take away” or “to end” any
distraction, sorrow, etc.
Murare: the term given to Krishna when he defeated the demon Mura, Krishna appearing as the
“enemy of our enemies,” seen within us as volatile emotions like anger or wrath
He Naatha: humbly calling out to the Master
Narayana: Krishna in his primal glory
Vasudeva: the One who grants us liberation or victory
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Track 3 - Jai Rama
Jai Rama Jai Rama
Jai Rama Jai Rama
Ram Ram Sita Ram
Ram Ram Sita Ram
Sita and Ram are deities from the Hindu pantheon. Praise to the Father and Mother of the
universe (one song). Show us the way to lasting enjoyment. Guide us toward union with the
Source divine.
Jai: Praise or victory to
Ram / Rama: the reservoir of all pleasure, the Supreme Enjoyer, the incarnation of Vishnu in the
Treta Yuga (age of time), the hero in the epic tale of the Ramayana
Sita: Ram’s queen, associated with feminine virtues, abundance and fertility.

Track 4 - Hare Krishna
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Hare Hare
Hare Rama Hare Rama Hare Rama Hare Hare
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare
Also known as the Maha (highest) Mantra, the Hare Krishna mantra has created a movement
fueled by Krishna devotees around the world. It is the most commonly recommended mantra!
When we chant this mantra, we are asking that anything that stands in our way of aligning with
the divine be stripped away (relationships, worries, doubts, jobs, whatever...). By releasing what
holds us back and aligning ourselves with the energy of the divine, we draw on the limitless
reservoir of authentic pleasure, releasing that which keeps us from serving our highest purpose
and attracting to us that which will help us muster the strength to persevere.
Hare: a term for calling on the energy of the Source divine, the One who removes anything that
stands in the way of serving our highest purpose, a calling “to take away” or “to end” any
distraction, sorrow, etc.
Krishna: Krishna, the all attractive One, the One with the power to draw to himself or attract, the
incarnation of Vinshnu in the Dwapara Yuga (age of time)
Rama: the reservoir of all pleasure, the Supreme Enjoyer, the incarnation of Vishnu in the Treta
Yuga (age of time), the hero in the epic tale of the Ramayana
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Track 5 - Wahe Guru
Wahe Guru Wahe Jio
This mantra comes from the Sikh tradition and is in the Gurmukhi language. This mantra aligns
us with the felt experience of the divine, an experience of pure ecstasy beyond description or
mental comprehension.
Wahe: wonderful
Guru: teacher, or One who leads us from darkness to light
Jio: a term of affection or endearment

Track 6 - Jai Ma
Jai Ma
Jai Ma Durga
Jai Jugatambe Ma Durga
Jai Jugatambe Ma Durga Jugatambe Ma Durga Jugatambe Ma Durga
Durga is the great Mother of all things and a warrior goddess. She is portrayed in the Hindu
pantheon as one of the incarnations of Shakti. Durga means “invincible” or “fortress,” and was
the name given to Parvati (wife of Shiva), after slaying the demon Durgamaasura. She is
portrayed as having 8-10 arms, each brandishing her weapons (or tools) for battle, including a
conch shell representing the sound “Om” (or holding to the divine in the form of sound), a bow
that represents the importance of maintaining our energy, a thunderbolt representing firmness, a
lotus bud representing our continued evolution, sharing our beauty with others despite the mud
and mire we are planted in, a spinning disk (Sudarshan-Chakra) representing the entire world
being under her command and the importance of fulfilling our duty, a sword representing
knowledge and thereby freedom from doubts and vices, a trident representing the removal of the
three types of misery (physical, mental and spiritual), a club representing devotion and
surrender, and various other objects depending on the portrayal.
Durga’s “vehicle” is a lion, and she rides the lion with one hand in Abhay Mudra, or a posture of
fearlessness, encouraging her devotees to surrender all duties and action to her, thereby freeing
themselves of fear.
Victory to the Great Mother, Ma, Ma, Ma! We surrender our most distressing situations to be
redeemed by you. Teach us self-sufficiency, to be self-contained and sustained as you are. Show
us that we are loved and that we are capable of love. Reassure us by your presence.
Jai: Praise or Victory to
Ma: the divine Mother
Durga: a deity in the Hindu pantheon, representing fearlessness, self-sufficiency and protection
Jugatambe: the Mother of the world
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Track 7 - Om Asato Ma
Om Asato Ma Sad Gamaya
Tamaso Ma Jyotir Gamaya
Mritor Ma Amritam Gamaya
Om Shanti Om Shanti Om Shanti Om
Om Shanti Om Om Shanti Shanti Om
Om, Lead us from the non-reality to the Reality
Lead us from the darkness to the Light
Lead us from the fear of death to the knowledge of immortality
Om, Peace
The vibration of “Om” connects us directly to the Source divine, the origination of all things. In
Hindu mythology, Om was the sound of creation. In the Christian tradition, the “word” of God was
the sound of creation. In Western science, the sound of the Big Bang is said to be the beginning
of existence as we now know it. These and many other sources point to SOUND or vibration
being a catalyst for creation.
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